
Intelligent Knowledge 

 
Knowledge & Intelligence are not the same. 

Knowledge is an accumulation of facts about the physical world. 

It is taught by people who have knowledge to people who do not. 

Knowledge is not relative to intelligence. 

Having more knowledge never made anyone more intelligent. 

Intelligent idiots are knowledgeable, but not intelligent. 

I do not have knowledge of a spiritual existence, it is an intuitive sense. 

A sense of knowing requires emotional intelligence. 

Emotional intelligence, how I feel, requires rational intelligence to understand it logically. 

Understanding how I feel requires a logical sense of emotional feeling to see it intuitively. 

Physical Intelligence is a measure of how well I use my physical senses to interpret the world 
around me. 

Spiritual Intelligence is a measure of how well I use my intuitive senses to interpret the world 
within me. 

I can have no knowledge of anything yet still be very intelligent, as any intelligent baby will tell 
you. 

 
Intelligence  
 
Intelligence is both rational & emotional. 
 
Rational Intelligence (IQ) requires a sense of intuitive knowing. 

Intuitive knowing is inherent, not learned. 

Education is not measured with IQ. 

Education uses IQ as a measure of ability to learn, not as a measure of how much has been 
learned. 

My IQ is tested when I start school but not when I finish. 



Education completely disregards emotional intelligence. 

Emotional Intelligence (EQ) requires a sense of intuitive feeling. 

As with intuitive knowing, intuitive feeling or intuitive sensing is inherent not learned. 

Intuition is inherent. I do not need to learn it, though I may need to learn how to reconnect to it. 

Rational intelligence is processed through the mental processor that is my brain. 

Emotional intelligence is processed through the emotional processor that is my solar plexus. 

With both EQ & IQ, I intuitively see the world intelligently with a bigger & a higher perspective of 
life. 

An Intelligent Idiot  

An intelligent idiot is an oxymoron. 

An idiot lacks either rational or emotional intelligence, or both. 

A knowledgeable idiot is possible because knowledge does not make me intelligent. 

IQ & EQ are not a measure of knowledge but a measure of rational & emotional intelligence. 

A lack of knowledge does not make me an idiot. 

I can be highly intelligent yet lack knowledge of many things in many areas of existence. 

I can have recall to lots of knowledge yet have no intelligent idea of how to use it. 

Using my knowledge to compete in a general knowledge quiz is not particularly intelligent, 
although it may be fun. 

An idiot is limited by their sub-conscious mental programming. 

Intelligence is always expansive, never limiting. 

My sub-conscious id is not intelligent, yet it holds all my knowledge. 

It has the intelligence of a tape recorder. 

Garbage in creates garbage out and the actions of an idiot. 

Knowledge in equates to knowledge out like a reference manual. 

Only an idiot chooses knowledge over intelligence. 
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